
 

Dopamine surge reveals how even for mice,
'there's no place like home'
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Ball-and-stick model of the dopamine molecule, a neurotransmitter that affects
the brain's reward and pleasure centers. Credit: Jynto/Wikipedia

By monitoring a well-replicated biomarker associated with reward, a
study by neuroscientists from Florida Atlantic University provides
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evidence that the old adage, "There's no place like home," has its roots
deep in the brain. The study demonstrates that a signal for
pleasure—dopamine—rises rapidly when mice are moved from a simple
recording chamber to their home cage, but less so when they are
returned to a cage not quite like the one they knew. Prior studies have
shown that rodents will actively choose their home cage over a look-alike
environment. Using a sensor for dopamine placed in the mouse brain's
key reward center, FAU scientists are the first to demonstrate that home
evokes a surge of dopamine that mimics the response to a dose of
cocaine.

The neurotransmitter dopamine is critical to motivational control and to
directing behaviors that seek reward and have preferred outcomes.
Dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens of humans and rodents, a
primary site mediating natural rewards as well as addictive substances, is
triggered initially by the reward itself but later occurs when reward-
coupled cues are presented—a feature underlying reinforcement
learning. The activity of dopamine neurons that drives dopamine release
is sensitive to stimuli that signal valence and saliency and is key to
motivational learning. In their report, the FAU scientists reveal that the
simple act of 'coming home' drives dopamine release.

For the study, researchers used a sensitive technique known as fiber
photometry to capture the second-to-second changes in dopamine in the
mouse nucleus accumbens. Results of the study, published in the journal
Neurochemistry International , reinforce the importance of the brain
system in substance misuse. Addiction is key to everyday pleasures, and
anatomically-speaking, the researchers say that "home is where the brain
is."

"Our data provide clear evidence of a biochemical foundation for the
reinforcing properties of home cage return. This simple environmental
manipulation can provide a minimally-invasive approach to peel away
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aspects of reward circuitry connected to natural reinforcers—one that is
critical to an animal's survival," said Randy Blakely, Ph.D., senior
author, executive director of FAU's Brain Institute and a professor of
biomedical science in FAU's Schmidt College of Medicine. "We think
that monitoring the home cage-elicited release of dopamine provides a
simple, but powerful paradigm for the study of how genetic and life
events can lead to an inability to feel pleasure. The inability to feel
pleasure is a major characteristic of mood disorders, and a simple test
for the efficacy of medications or other treatments. The field of drug
discovery needs simple, biomarker-based analogs of behavioral changes
seen in people with mood disorders since we can't ask a mouse how it
feels."

The researchers questioned whether their findings reflected leaving an
unappealing environment or if it truly was a response to the positive
aspects of a known and safe environment. Therefore, they examined
whether dopamine surges arise when the mice were relocated from the
plexiglass recording chamber to a clean cage with natural bedding
matching the one they had been living in prior to the study. Indeed,
dopamine release occurred, however, this release was not as large as that
observed when mice were transferred to the home cage and the
dopamine surge was not as sustained.

"We weren't really exploring home cage effects," said Felix Mayer,
Ph.D., a post-doctoral fellow in Blakely's lab and lead author of the
study. "However, we were struck as to how reliable the manipulation was
in evoking dopamine release particularly when placed in the context of
little or no rise in dopamine when the mice were moved from the home 
cage to the test chamber. We are excited now to see if the genetic
models of brain disorders we study will impact this effect."

  More information: Felix P. Mayer et al. There's No Place Like
Home? Return to the Home Cage Triggers Dopamine Release in the
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Mouse Nucleus Accumbens, Neurochemistry International (2020). DOI:
10.1016/j.neuint.2020.104894
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